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Excellent Product As someone who works in adverse climate, We put my hands through the
ringers. I make gifts en also sell my products to family and friends.. and I do not like to use harsh
chemicals on my own body because I just possess one and I desire to be great to it. I loved the
recipies in this book and have found several to be incredibly useful and practical. Should tell you
almost all don't have shelf existence &.. The dishes in it are off and just total sucks was a waste
materials of my money Four Stars Pleased with my purchase Three Stars A bit brief and flimsy
but I dyd learn a couple of things from it This book also has very good information and recipes
This book also offers very good information and recipes. If you want to make SMALL batches
that maintain for a week or two (some should be refridg) after that this book is for you.. I
expected a reserve of recipes on herbal hand lotions and salves.. Want I hadn't got it. Pass on
this purchase Save $3.00 and head to Pinterest. I'm simply sayin'. I've bought most of the natural
items on the market and they aren't cheap. I like the idea of doing my very own and
experimenting. I like it Following these recipes may lead to a little bit of initial expense, but for
me it's worthwhile... Pamphlets not books More of a pamphlet than a publication. Disappointing
size for $4. I bought two different 'books'and will not be purchasing any more. A must-have for all
herbalists! The recipes in it are off and just . Instead there's stuff about making your hands
smooth and lots of unrelated stuff. are for little batches many haven't any shelf life so if you need
it this to create for resale USUALLY DO NOT! This book or I will say pamphlet is not useful. I
expected a book of recipes about herbal hand creams .. Five Stars ok This book or I should say
pamphlet is not useful. Many of them, like Green Rub and Honey Paste, sound sufficient to eat!
Very diverse collection of recipes, something for everybody to choose from!! Excellent quality
paper, interesting descriptions of herbs and substances , informative explanations of what
symptoms can be treated with each recipe, step-by-step instructions completely from selecting
the oils to the finished item.
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